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Understanding Organizational Approaches
to Coral Reef Management in Southeast Asia
INTRODUCTION
Our research aims to better understand the current approaches to coral reef management and conservation
being used in Southeast Asia. We have heard about your organization's important work in this area, and we
are sincerely grateful for your willingness to participate in the study. The project is being conducted as part
of doctoral research at James Cook University with support from the organizations whose logos are below.
The overarching goal of the project is to develop a systematic classification of common approaches being
implemented to achieve a range of coral reef management goals. It is envisioned that this classification will
serve as a useful planning tool for practitioners involved in management and conservation, and we look
forward to sharing a copy of this product with you in the future.
To develop the classification system, we need to understand the strategies that organizations, like yours, are
using to achieve your goals. We have developed this survey for that purpose, and it will take approximately
one hour to complete through an interview with our Field Officer. The survey consists of five sections that
collection information about your organization's goals, the approaches being used to achieve them, the
broader context you are operating in, and the results your organization is accomplishing.
Your participation is completely voluntary and you should not feel like you have to answer every
question. All information collected during your interview will be kept completely confidential, and
the study results will be reported in an aggregated form, so that it will not be possible to identify you
or your organization.
If you have any questions about this research, please do not hesitate to contact me, Heidi Schuttenberg.
Thank you for your consideration, and may I wish you all the best in your important work to help sustain the
world's coral reefs.
Yours sincerely,

Principal Investigator: Heidi Schuttenberg (beidi.schuttenberg@jcu.edu.ay)
Indonesian Field Officer: Retno Suratri (retno@centrin.net.id)
Malaysian Field Officer: Tan Chun Hong (chtan.james@gmai!.com)
Philippines Field Officer: Anna Meneses (abtmeneses@gmai!.com)
Thailand Field Officer: Sudrak Phongpheng (phongpheng@hotmaiLcom)
CSIRO Academic Supervisor: Nadine Marshall (nadine.marshall@csjro.au)
JCU Academic Supervisors: Peter Valentine (peter.valentine@jcu.edu.au) or Helene Marsh (helene.marsh@jcu.edu.au)
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This section uses four questions to understand which coral reef management goals are most
important to your organization. Each question describes four alternatives. Please rank these
alternatives 1 to 4 based on the extent each is similar to your own organization. Rank the
alternative that is most similar to your organization as "1"; rank the alternative that is least
similar to your organization as "4". Please use each number only once.
Please base your rankings on your organization as it is currently. Please do not base your rankings
on the way you personally might prefer your organization to be or the way it was a long time ago.
There are no "right" or ''wrong'' answers.
QUICK DEFINITION:
• "Stakeholders" - Any organization, individual, or governmental entity that has a stake in
or may be impacted by a given approach to coral reef or coastal area management.
1.1
A
B
C
D

1.2
A

B
C

D

1.3
A
B
C

D

1.4
A

B
C

D

The ultimate goal of our organization is
To manage coastal and coral reef areas in a way that reduces conflicts
To conserve coral reef ecosystem condition now and for the future
To manage coral reefs in a way that improves the well-being of individuals and
communities
To improve coral reef management by learning from on-going experiences and
new information

Ranking

As an organization, we believe management efforts are most likely to
succeed in conservin~ coral reef ecosystems when
There is a good, scientific understanding about the results produced by
management actions so people can adapt & improve management strategies
Coordinated management arrangements are developed through a
participatory process
Stakeholders benefit from coral reef services, they understand these
benefits, and they share responsibility for managing their coral reef resources
Environmental protections are strong enough to ensure the healthy
functioning of reef ecosystems (e.g., enough area is set aside as "no take")

Ranking

As an organization, we make it a_{)riority to
Protect coral reef ecosystems. We put a lot of effort into reducing threats to
coral reefs, conserving biodiversity, and helpingsupport ecosy_stem resilience.
Learn from evolving management experiences. It is important to us to
know how coral reefs are changing as a result of management actions.
Empower people who rely on reef ecosystem services to share in reef
management. We build the capacity of stakeholders.
Act as a facilitator among diverse interests. We put a lot of effort into
understanding and coordinating with all relevant stakeholders.

Ranking

As an organization, an important measure of our success is:
Quality of life enhanced: Have we helped improve the income, food security,
health, and education of local stakeholders (including ourselves)?
Environmental threats reduced: Have we increased environmental
protections and improved ecosystem condition and biodiversity?
Integration achieved: Have we harmonized policies and achieved a good
balance of uses in the coastal area?
Management adapted: Have we improved management practices when we
have gotten new information?

Ranking
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1.5 What is your organization's most important goal?

SECTION 2: ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGIES
This section explores five dimensions of management to understand what approaches your
organization uses to achieve its goals. In each dimension, 3 - 5 strategies are described. Read ALL
strategies first before answering. For each strategy described, indicate if your organization uses the
strategy by a "yes" or "no".
If "yes", then X the box which best describes the relative level of effort you invest in the strategy in
order to achieve your organization's goals.
Please base your answers on the actions your organization is currently implementing, not the actions
you think they should take or actions they have taken in the past.

QUICK DEFINITIONS:
•

2.1

For this survey, "use" means your organization:
is directly engaged in the implementation of the strategy; or
is providing concrete material support, such as funding, technical expertise, targeted
advocacy, or another form of tangible assistance to implement the strategy; or
actively solicits assistance from partners to implement the strategy.

Threat-Reduction Strategies

I-

-

1

2
3

4

5

Do you
use this
strategy?

rfYes, describe your organization's relative level of effort
toward im plementing this strategy:
Very low
Low effort Moderate High effort Very high
effort
effort
effort
(Yes/No) We only make
We invest very
a minimal
heavily in
investment in
implementing
implementing
this strategy
this strategy

Fisheries Management
Planning or implementing "no-take"
areas that are permanently closed
to fishing
Establishing and/or implementing
fishing restrictions based on catch
size and gear type
Licensing fishers
Protecting fISh spawning
aggregation sites (i.e., areas where
large groups of mature fish that come
together to reproduce)
Removing fishing effort from coral
reef areas by creating alternate or
supplemental livelihood
opportunities (e.g., aquaculture, etc.)

3

Do you
use this
strategy?

-

If Yes, describe your organization's relative level of effort
toward im )lementing this strategy:
Very low
Low effort
Moderate High effort Very high
effort
effort
effort

(Yes/No) We only make
a minimal
investmen t in
implementing
this strategy

We invest very
heavily in
implementing
this strategy

Biodiversity Conservation

6
7

8

9

10
11

12

13
14

15

10 - 30% of each different habitat
type is strictly protected (e.g., no
fishing, no cutting mangroves, etc.)
Developing networks of marine
protected areas (MPAs)
Restoring coral reef, mangrove, or
seagrass areas or associated species
Tourism Management
Installing and maintaining
mooring buoys designed to protect
sensitive habitats from anchor damage
Collecting a user fee from visitors
Limiting tourist numbers at
ecologically sensitive sites
Advocating for business to gain
voluntary eco-certification (e.g.,
Green Fins, Green Globe, etc.)
Water Quality Management
Promoting improved agricultural
practices to minimize water pollution
Implementing or advocating for
improved treatment of human waste
through installation of septic tanks or
improved sewage treatment
Promoting or implementing
integrated management of coastal
land & water areas (e.g., an
integrated area-based plan; reconciling,
land use & water use plans so that they
are consistent with each other, etc.)
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2.2

Institutional Strategies

-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Do you
use this
strategy?

If Yes, describe your organization's relative level of effort
toward implementing this strategy:
Very low
Low effort Moderate High effort Very high
effort
effort
effort
(Yes/No) We only make
We invest very
a minimal
heavily in
investment in
implementing
implementing
this strategy
this strategy

Participation & Coordination
Formally consulting with AlJ"
relevant stakeholder groups through
meetings, public comments, focus
groups, participatory mapping, etc.
Facilitating or participating in a multistakeholder group that meets
regularly to provide advice (e.g.,
CRM boards, advisory committees, etc.)
Making decisions through
consensus agreements (e.g., the
government shares legal decisionmaking authority with a community
N°uP)
Laws & Traditions
Establishing or strengthening
formal government ~
regulations, or ordinances (e.g., an
ordinance to create an MPA,
regulations to prohibit an activity, etc.)
Re-establishing cultural or
religious traditions that promote
sustainable resource use
Partnerships
Actively cultivating and
formalizing (through written
agreements or contracts) partnerships
Developing formal or informal
partnerships with government
agencies (i.e., national, provincial, or
local government units)
Developing formal or informal
partnerships with universities
Developing formal or informal
partnerships with non-governmental
organizations (e.g., environmental
groups, community organizations, etc)
Developing formal or informal
partnerships with the private sector
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2.3
-

Constituency Building
Strategies

Do you
use this
strategy?

If Yes, describe yow: organization's relative level of effort
toward implementing this strategy:
Very low
Low effort Moderate High effort Very high
effort
effort
effort
(Yes/No) We only make
We invest very
a minimal
heavily in
investment in
implementing
implementing
this strategy
this strategy

Empowerment

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

Building stakeholders' knowledge
about technical issues so they can
better engage in reef management
(e.g., trainings, workshops, etc.)
Using community organizers,
extension workers or other means to
mobilize local stakeholders
participation in management
Improving basic services (e.g.,
infrastructure, health care, education)
to increase the trust and well-being
of local stakeholders
Education & Awareness
Providing informational materials
(e.g., "report cards" on reef condition,
information boards, fact sheets, etc.)
Supporting or implementing
activity-based strategies for raising
awareness (e.g., coastal clean-ups,
community events, school programs)
Launching targeted campaigns to
change stakeholder behavior
Political Will
Strategically identifying potential
leaders from among stakeholder
groups and intentionally building
their leadership skills & capacity
Lobbying government decisionmakers by providing unsolicited
information and recommendations
through letters, reports &/ or meetings
Working with senior government
decision-makers to adopt policies
or targets that guide management
actions and investments
Arranging study tours or other
learning experiences for senior
government decision-makers
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2.4 Knowledge Building
Strategies

-

1
2
3

4

5
6

7

8

9
10
11
12
13

Do you
use this
strategy?

If Yes, describe your organization's relative level of effort
toward im Jlementing this strategy:
Moderate High effort Very high
Very low
Low effort
effort
effort
effort
(Yes/No) We only make
We invest very
a minimal
heavily in
investment in
implementing
implementing
this strategy
this strategy

Issue Identification
Establishing ecological and/ or socioeconomic baseline conditions
Synthesizing the best available
information into a status report that
informs management planning
Participating in the development or
review of an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) for a proposed
development project
Conducting a strategic assessment
at an ecosystem scale to
comprehensively establish threats &
management opportunities
Monitoring & Research
Involving stakeholders in
monitoring (e.g., training stakeholders
in monitoring techniques, etc.)
Developing a written research plan
that prioritizes requirements for new
research (i.e., the plan should include
more than monitoring needs)
Supporting or implementing
ecological research or monitoring
(i.e., coral cover, fish abundance, etc.)
Supporting or implementing socioeconomic research or monitoring
(i.e., income, resource use, etc.)
Evaluation & Learning
Evaluating the progress we made
against annual performance targets
we set for implementing our strategies
Comparing ow ecological and socioeconomic monitoring data against
our baseline data to identify trends
Revising our management plan to
improve the way we achieve our goals
(leave 01lestiOll blallk if 110 nlallaWlltllt Dlall7
Learning from other sites (e.g., crossvisits, hosting workshops, etc) .
Increasing the technical capacity of
experts from our area by providing
university scholarships or
strengthening local university
programs.
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2.5 Day-to-Day Management
t--- Strategies

Do you
use this
strategy?

If Yes, describe your organization's relative level of effort
toward im Jlementing this strategy:
Low effort Moderate High effort Very high
Very low
effort
effort
effort
(Yes/No) We only make
We invest very
a minimal
investment in
implementing
this strategy

1
2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12
13

heavily in
implementing
this strategy

Enforcement
Implementing or supporting formal
government enforcement of
relevant laws and re~ations
Enforcing rules through community
members who have been deputized
to act in an official enforcement
capacity
Facilitating or supporting programs
that allow volunteers to assist in
enforcement efforts (e.g., joining in
official surveillance as observers, an
"Eyes on the Water" program, etc.)
Strengthening the prosecutions of
law-breakers (e.g., trainings for
rangers, educating judges about
coastal issues, increasing capacity, etc.)
Using technology to improve
surveillance (e.g., radar to detect
boats, testing for cyanide in fish, etc).
Plannin2" Documents
Having a written management
plan that has been formally
adopted by an appropriate
government authority
Making the management plan
easily & widely accessible (e.g.,
from a local office, web site, etc~)
Having specific, written objectives
that are time-bound & measurable
Human Resources
Actively building staff capacity
(e.g., through mentoring, providing
training, or supporting participation in
conferences, etc.)
Working to make sure staff feel
valued and supported (e.g., providing
competitive salaries & benefits, creating
advancement opportunities)
Financial Management &
Infrastructure
Actively planning for future
financial sustainability (e.g.,
diversifying funding sources,
developing multi-year plans, etc.)
Making information about our
financial sources and expenditures
readily available to the public
Owning and maintains a boat(s)

8 .

Funding Sources
The funding sources for our organization are:
(note: identify original funding source, e.g., if an international donor
passes funds through the government to a project, it is the international
donor, not the government that is the "original" funding source)
Government budget allocation
User fees
Trust fund

14

A
B
C
D
E

none

Less
than
50% of
budget

More
than
50% of
budget

100% of
budget

International aid agency (e.g., World Bank, DAN IDA)
Philanthropic foundation (e.g., MacArthur, Packard, etc)

F

Other

15

Organizational Culture Number these descriptions 1 to 4, with 1 - "most like my organization"
and 4 = "least like my organization". Use each number only once.
Our organization works to maintain high staff capacity and morale
Our organization works to ensure activities are controlled and implemented smoothly by having
clear, specific operational procedures
Our organization works to promote innovation. We are aware of new information and are not
afraid to test new ideas
Our organization has ambitious goals for coral reef conservation and staff are encouraged to work
hard toward their achievement

A

B
C

D

SECTION 3: ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT
This section collects information about the context your organization is working in.
3.1

1

2

3

3.2

1
2

3
4
5

Ecological Context: Please describe the situation BEFQRE your organization began its work
Ecological services & values:
Our coral reefs
Our coral reefs
Which summary best describes the
have limited
have important
Our reefs are of
Our coral reef
majority of coral reefs you are
ecological
ecological values
limited value
ecosystem has
managing?
values, but
and they are
ecologically or
world-class
many people
important for
to people
ecological values
visit & learn
fisheries &
from them
tourism
Resource condition: The
condition of most of the coral reefs
Poor
Average
Good
Excellent
we are managing can be best
described as:
Threat level: The extent to which
the coral reefs we are managing are
Medium
Low
High
Very High
threatened by human activities can
be best described as:
Threat Assessment: Rate the degree each activit threatened your coral reefs BEFQRE you began your work:
None
Medium
Low
High
Fishing: destructive fishing (dynamite, cyanide,
trawling) or over-fishing (fishing beyond the
system's capacity to replenish itself)
Water pollution: from coastal development,
agriculture, etc.
Damage from tourism activities: anchor
damage, reef walking, excessive diving pressure
Damage/ removal of corals for construction:
ports, jetties, harvesting for cement
Other threat of significant concern:

9

3.3

1

2

3

4

3.4

1

2

3
4

5

3.5

1
2

Socio-economic Context: For each question, please circle the scenario that best describes your situation.
Resource Dependency: The
Some people
People use the
Most people are
extent to which people depend on
are very
reef for food or
very dependent
People do not
the coral reefs we are managing can
dependent on
income, but
on the reef &
best be described as:
depend on the
the reef & don't
they have other
don't have other
reef for their
have other
sources of food
good options for
livelihood
good options
and income as
obtaining food
for obtaining
well
& income
food & income
Income: Most people in the areas
Above or wellWell below the
Below the
In-line with the
where we are working earn an
above the
national average national average national average
income that is:
national average
Education: Most people in the
Have not
Have completed
areas where we are working:
Have completed Have obtained a
completed 6
6 years of
years of
high school
university degree
schooling
schooling
Health Care: Most people in the
Have limited
Can reach a
Can reach a
Can reach a
areas where we are working:
access to formal
doctor by
doctor easily
hospital easily
health care
traveling
Project/Program Context: For each question, please circle the scenario that best describes your situation.
Project or Program: Our
A long-term
A long-term
A long-term
organization is implementing
A long-term
program
program
program
A one-time
implemented
program
implemented
implemented
by the
implemented
project
bya
by the
private
byanNGO
university
government
sector
Duration/Age: Our project or
Less than 2
More than 10
5 to 10 years
2 to 5 years ago
program started
years ago
ago
years ago
Overall number of staff: Overall,
More than 100
our organization has hired the
No staff
1 to 25 staff
25 to 100 staff
staff
following number of staff:
Overall annual budget: Overall,
our organization'S annual budget is
USl) lOOk to 1
Over US$l
Under USS 25k
USS 26k to 99k
(include average capital
million
million
expenditures):
Spatial scale of reef management
work: The spatial scale of our coral
Local
State/Province
National
Multi-national
reef management work is:
Broad Socio-cultural Context
Country:
Religion: Circle the dominant religions
practiced by people in the area(s) you work

Indonesia
Buddhist

I

Malaysia

I Christian I

1

Philippines

Hindu

I

I

Muslim

Thailand

I

Other
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SECTION 4: ORGANIZATIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
This section collects information about how your organization perceives the results of its work. For
each of the coral reef management outcomes listed, please X the box which best expresses your
organization's perceptions about its work.
4.1

Organizational accomplishments: Please rate the prow:ess you have made in addressing these issues:

Compared to the situation BEFORE
your organization started its work,
what progress have you made in:
1
2

3

4
5

6
7
8
9

Little
progress
This has been
extremely
difficult

Some
progress

Moderate
progress

Good
progress

Excellent
progress
We have
achieved
important
outcomes

Basing management decisions on good, useful
information
Allowing ALl. stakeholders have a say in how
their coral reefs are used and managed, either
direcdy or through an intermediary
Eliminating conflicts between policies about
reef management between different government
levels and agencies (e.g., reconciling land and
water management policies)
Obtaining adequate and consistent funding
for coral reef management
Establishing management measures that are
strong enough to conserve reefs into the future
Having most people comply with the formal
and informal rules that protect reefs
Increasing or maintaining the income people
get from coral reefs (through fishing, tourism,
etc.)
Improving or stabilizing coral reef ecosystem
condition (i.e., measured by area of live coral
cover, fish size/ abundance, water quality, etc.)
Revising management strategies when new
information becomes known

SECTION 5: OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS
5.1. How would you describe your organization's overall approach to coral reef management?

5.2. What are the main reasons you have chosen this strategy?

5.3. What do you consider the main strengths of this approach?

5.4. What do you consider the main weaknesses of this approach?

5.5 Has there been a written evaluation of your project/program (either internal or external)? If so,
would you be willing to share a copy with us?

II

ABOUT YOU
What is your position in this project/program? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

How long have you been working with this project/program? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

RECEIVING STUDY RESULTS
Please let us know if you would like to receive a summary of the study results: (Yes / No)
If, yes, please provide contact details that will allow us to send you the results. Your name and
contact information will be kept confidential.

Full Name:
Email Address:
Mailing Address:

Phone Number: +
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Appendix F
Three Versions of the
UEF Compass Measurement Scale
Administered to Staff at the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
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Understanding Organizational Approaches to Coral Reef Management
This research aims to better understand current approaches to coral reef management and conservation. Your
particip ation is completely voluntary. All information collected during your interview will be kept completely
confidential, and the study results will be reported in an aggregated form, so that it will not be possible to
identify you. The survey will take 5 to 10 minutes to complete and we are grateful for your time. Please direct any
questions to Heidi Schuttenberg (heidi.schuttenberg@jcu.edu.au).

ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS
This survey uses four questions to understand which coral reef management goals are most
important to your organization (GBRMPA). Each question describes four alternatives. Please rank
these alternatives 1 to 4 based on the extent each is similar to GBRMPA. Rank the alternative that
is most similar to GBRMPA as "1"; rank the alternative that is least similar to GBRMPA as
"4". Please use each number only once.
Please base your rankings on GBRMPA as it is currently. Please do not base your rankings on the
way you personally might prefer your GBRMPA to be or the way it was a long time ago. There are
no "right" or ''wrong'' answers.
QUICK DEFINITION:
• "Stakeholders" - Any organization, individual, or governmental entity that has a stake in
or may be impacted by a given approach to coral reef or coastal area management.
1.1
A
B
C
D

1.2
A
B
C

D

The ultimate goal of our org anization is
To manag e coastal and coral reef areas in a way that reduces conflicts
To conserve coral reef ecosystem condition now and for the future
To manage coral reefs in a way that improves the well-being of individuals
and communities
To improve coral reef management by learning from on-going experiences
and new information

Ranking

As an organization, we believe management efforts are most likely to
succeed in conserving coral reef ecosystems when
There is a good, scientific understanding about the results produced by
management actions so people can adapt & improve management strategies
Coordinated management arrangements are developed through a
participatory process
Stakeholders benefit from coral reef services, they understand these benefits,
and they share resp onsibility for managing their coral reef resources
E nvironmental protections are strong enough to ensure the healthy
functioning of reef ecosystems (e.g., enough area is set aside as "no take")

Ranking

1.3
A
B
C

D

1.4
A
B
C
D

As an organization, we make it a priority to
Protect coral reef ecosystems. We put a lot of effort into reducing threats to
coral reefs, conserving biodiversity, and helping support ecosystem resilience.
Learn from evolving management experiences. It is important to us to
know how coral reefs are changing as a result of management actions.
Empower people who rely on reef ecosystem services to share in reef
management. We build the capacity of stakeholders.
Act as a facilitator among diverse interests. We put a lot of effort into
understanding and coordinating with all relevant stakeholders.

Ranking

As an o~anization, an important measure of our success is:
Quality of life enhanced: Have we helped improve the income, food security,
health, and education of local stakeholders (includin~ ourselves)?
Environmental threats reduced: Have we increased environmental
~rotections and improved ecosystem condition and biodiversgy?
Integration achieved: Have we harmonized policies and achieved a good
balance of uses in the coastal area?
Management adapted: Have we improved management practices when we
have gotten new information?

Ranking

ABOUT YOU
1. How long have you been working with GBRMPA? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2Whihb
c est d escn'b es th e trauung you have comp! eted at a uruverslty- eve .
Please tick one of the disciplines below:
Planning, Geography, or Multi-disciplinary
Mainly Natural Sciences (e.g., Ecology, Geology, OceanoKr~h~
Mainly Social Sciences (e.g., Sociology, Anthropology, Psychology)
Mainly Economics or Business
Mainly Eng!neerinK
Mainly Arts & Humanities
Mainly Education
Other _(please specify)
3. What is your gender?

I

Plea,e tick one~e

I Female
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Understanding Organizational Approaches to Coral Reef Management
This research aims to better understand current approaches to coral reef management and conservation. Yow:

participation is completely voluntary. All information collected during your interview will be kept completely
confidential, and the study results will be reported in an aggregated form, so that it will not be possible to
identify you. The survey will take 5 to 10 minutes to complete and we are grateful for your time. Please direct any
questions to Heidi Schuttenberg (heidi.schuttenberg@jcu.edu.au).

ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS
This survey uses four questions to understand which coral reef management goals are most
important to your organization (GBRMPA). Each question describes four alternatives. Divide 100
percentage points among these four alternatives based on the extent to which each alternative is
similar to GBRMPA. Give a higher number of points to the alternative that is most similar to
GBRMPA.
Please base your rankings on GBRMPA as it is currently. Please do not base your rankings on the
way you personally might prefer your GBRMPA to be or the way it was a long time ago. There are
no "right" or ''wrong'' answers.

QUICK DEFINITION:
• "Stakeholders" - Any organization, individual, or governmental entity that has a stake in
or may be impacted by a given approach to coral reef or coastal area management.
1.1

The ultimate goal of our organization is

A
B
C

To manage coastal and coral reef areas in a way that reduces conflicts
To conserve coral reef ecosystem condition now and for the future
To manage coral reefs in a way that improves the well-being of individuals
and communities
To improve coral reef management by learning from on-going experiences
and new information
Total

% like my

organization

D

1.2
A
B
C
D

~

W....,H<ritq<ud'h.Aru

100

% like my
As an organization, we believe management efforts are most likely to
organization
succeed in conserving coral reef ecosystems when
There is a good, scientific understanding about the results produced by
management actions so people can adapt & improve management strategies
Coordinated management arrangements are developed through a
participatory process
Stakeholders benefit from coral reef services, they understand these
benefits, and they share responsibility for managing their coral reef resources
Environmental protections are strong enough to ensure the healthy
functioning of reef ecosystems (e.g., enough area is set aside as "no take")
Total
100

1

1.3

As an organization, we make it a priority to

A

Protect coral reef ecosystems. We put a lot of effort into reducing threats to
coral reefs, conserving biodiversity, and helping support ecosystem resilience.
Learn from evolving management experiences. It is important to us to
know how coral reefs are chan~ as a result of management actions.
Empower people who rely on reef ecosystem services to share in reef
management. We build the cagacity of stakeholders.
Act as a facilitator among diverse interests. We put a lot of effort into
understanding and coordinatingwith all relevant stakeholders.
Total

B

C
D

1.4

As an organization, an important measure of our success is:

% like my
organization

100
% like my

organization
A
B
C
D

Quality of life enhanced: Have we helped improve the income, food security,
health, and education of local stakeholders (including ourselves)?
Environmental threats reduced: Have we increased environmental
protections and improved ecosystem condition and biodiversi!Y?
Integration achieved: Have we harmonized policies and achieved a good
balance of uses in the coastal area?
Management adapted: Have we improved management practices when we
have gotten new information?
Total

100

ABOUT YOU
1. How long have you been working with GBRMPA? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. Which b est descnb es th e training you have comp. eted at a uruverslty- Iev el;:>
Please tick one of the disciplines below:
Planning, Geography, or Multi-disciplinary
Mainly Natural Sciences (e.g., Ecology, Geology, Oceanography)
Mainly Social Sciences (e.g., Sociology, Anthropology, Psychology)
Mainly Economics or Business
Mainly Engineering
Mainly Arts & Humanities
Mainly Education
Other (please specify)
3. What is your gender?

I

Pl..,e tick one~e

I Female

2

lIeu
CSIRO

JAMlS C OOK 1I ~.!\ lRSITY

Reef &
Rainforest
RESEARCH CENTRE

•

Austrillaa Government
Dfpartmeot of the Environment,
W.ter,H.rita,,,,"dth,ArII

/mpIf!menllng /he Mome and rropicoi S6enceJ Reoseorch foclly
inNorthO~nd

Understanding Organizational Approaches to Coral Reef Management
This research aims to better understand current approaches to coral reef management and conservation. Your
participation is completely voluntary. All information collected during your interview will be kept completely
confidential, and the study results will be reported in an aggregated form, so that it will not be possible to
identify you. The survey will take 5 to 10 minutes to complete and we are grateful for your time. Please direct any
questions to Heidi Schuttenberg (heidi.schuttenberg@jcu.edu.au).

ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS
This survey uses four questions to understand which coral reef management goals are most
important to your organization (GBRMPA). Each question describes four alternatives. Please rate
the extent to which each alternative is similar to GBRMPA on a 4 point scale (very different to very
similar).
Please base your rankings on GBRMPA as it is currently. Please do not base your rankings on the
way you personally might prefer your GBRMPA to be or the way it was a long time ago. There are
no "right" or ''wrong'' answers.

QUICK DEFINITION:
•

"Stakeholders" - Any organization, individual, or governmental entity that has a stake in
or may be impacted by a given approach to coral reef or coastal area management.

1.1 The ultimate goal of our organization is
A
B
C

D

To manage coastal and coral reef areas in a way
that reduces conflicts
To conserve coral reef ecosystem condition now
and for the future
To manage coral reefs in a way that improves the
well-being of individuals and communities
To improve coral reef management by learning
from on-:going e~eriences and new information

1.2 As an organization, we believe management
A

B
C

D

Very
Different to
Different to
GBRMPA
GBRMPA

Similar to
GBRMPA

Very
Similar to
GBRMPA

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Very
Different to Similar to
efforts are most likely to succeed in conserving Different to GBRMPA GBRMPA
GBRMPA
coral reef ecosystems when
There is a good, scientific understanding about the
1
results produced by management actions so people
2
3
can adap t & imp rove management strategies
Coordinated management arrangements are
1
2
3
developed thro~h a participatory ~rocess
Stakeholders benefit from coral reef services,
they understand these benefits, and they share
1
2
3
responsibility for managing their coral reef
resources
Environmental protections are strong enough to
1
2
ensure the healthy functioning of reef ecosystems
3
(e.g., enough area is set aside as "no take")

Very
Similar to
GBRMPA

4
4

4

4

1.3 As an organization, we make it a priority to

Very
Different to
Different to

B

C

D

Protect coral reef ecosystems. We put a lot of
effort into reducing threats to coral reefs, conserving
biodiversity, and helping support ecosystem
resilience.
Learn from evolving management experiences.
It is important to us to know how coral reefs are
changin~ as a result of management actions.
Empower people who rely on reef ecosystem
services to share in reef management. We build
the capacity of stakeholders.
Act as a facilitator among diverse interests. We
put a lot of effort into understanding and
coordinating with all relevant stakeholders.

1.4 As an organization, an important measure of
our success is:
A

B

C

D

Quality of life enhanced: Have we helped improve
the income, food security, health, and education of
local stakeholders (including ourselves)?
Environmental threats reduced: Have we
increased environmental protections and improved
ecosystem condition and biodiversity?
Integration achieved: Have we harmonized
policies and achieved a good balance of uses in the
coastal area?
Management adapted: Have we improved
management practices when we have gotten new
information?

Very
Similar to

GBRMPA

GBRMPA

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Similar to

Very
SimiJarto

GBRMPA

A

Similar to

GBRMPA

Very
Different to
Different to

GBRMPA

GBRMPA

GBRMPA

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

GBRMPA

ABOUT YOU
1. How long have you been working with GBRMPA? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2Whihb
c est d escn'b es th e tratnlng you h ave completed at a uruverslty- eve.
Please tick one of the disciplines below:
Planning, Geography, or Multi-disciplinary
Mainly Natural Sciences (e.g., Ecology, Geology, Oceanography)
Mainly Social Sciences (e.g., Sociology, Anthropology, Psychology)
Mainly Economics or Business
Mainly Engineering
Mainly Arts & Humanities
Mainly Education
Other (please specify)
3. What is your gender?

I

Please rick one~ale

I Female
2

Appendix G
Standardized Regression Weights and Critical Ratios
for Measurement Scales Resulting from the
Full Model Confirmatory Factor Analysis
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EBM Subscale
Survey
Item

EBM-1
EBM-2
EBM-3
EBM-4
AM-1
AM-2
AM-3
AM-4
ICM-1
ICM-2
ICM-3
ICM-4
CB-1
CB-2
CB-3
CB-4

Adaptive MJJJ Subscale

Estimated
Regression
Weicht

Critical
Ratio

p

0.515
0.829
0.580
0.588

3.929
6.114
3.987
4.365

***
***
***
***

Estimated
Regression
Weicht

C.R.

P

ICM Subscale
Estimated
Regression
Weicht

C.R.

CB Subscale

P

Estimated
Regression
Weicht

C.R.

I

P
I

I

0.288
0.624
0.731
0.536

2.006
4.573
4.726
3.908

0.045
***
***
***

0.528
0.687
0.328
0.380

4.061
4.468
2.392
2.752

***
***

0.017
0.006
0.251
0.647
0.765
0.500

1.85
4.859
6.199
3.799

0.064
***
***
***
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AppendixH
Principle Components Analysis of 65 Management Strategies
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Table A.6.1 Rotated component matrix for the peA of threat-reduction survey items
Survey Items

Component
Fisheries
Management
Component

Protecting fish spawning aggregation
sites
Flshlng restrictions based on catch
2.1.2 Isize and gear type
Promoting or implementing integrated
2.1.15 management of land & water areas
Promoting improved agricultural
12.1 .13 practices to minimize water pollution

2.1.4

2.1.3
2.1.7
2.1.6
2.1.9
2.1.11
2.1 .10
2.1 .14
2.1 .1
2.1.12
2.1.8

Tourism
Management
Component

0.750

Voluntary
Actions
Component
-0.148

0.748

0.169

0.693

0.109

0.692

-0.209

0.393

0.607

0.388

0.138

0.590

0.303

InstaDing/maintainlng mooring buoys

-0.158

0.731

1Umiting tourist numbers at ecologically
sensitive sites

0.181

0.706

0.147

0.685

Ucensing fishers
Developing networks of marine
protected areas (MPAs)
strictly protecting 10 - 30% of each
different habitat type

Collecting a user fee
Improved treatment of human waste
(septic tanks, sewage treatment)
"No-taken areas that are permanently
dosed to fishing
Advocating for business to gain
voluntary eco-c:ertificatlon
Restoring coral reef, mangrow, or
seagrass areas or associated species

I

% Variance Explained
(The 3 components explain 56% of the lotal variance)

0.680

0.288

-0.228

0.678
0.378

0.588

-0.452
0.782
0.766

25%

I

19%

13%
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Table A.6.2 Rotated component matrix for the peA of participation & capacity
building items

-

--

Survey Items

I

I

I
2.2.3
2.3.7
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.3.2
2.3.6
I
2.3.5
12.3.4
2.5.10
2.3.1
12.3.3
I

2.1.5
2.5.9

Making decisions through consensus
agreements
Identify potential leaders & build their
leadership skills & capacity
ForrnaJly consulting with ALL Rlevant
stakeholder groups
Facilitating/participating in a multlstakeholder group that provides advice
Community organizers/ extension
officers to mobilize stakeholders
launching targeted campaigns to
change stakeholder behavior
Supporting/implementing activity-based
strategies for raising awareness
Providing Informational materials
(information boards, fact sheets, etc.)
Making sure statr feel supported &
valued (good salaries, promotion opptys)
Building stakeholders' knowledge so
they can better engage in management
Improving basic services (infrastructure,
health care, education)
Removing fishing through alternate or
supplemental livelihoods
Actively buDding statr capacity
(mentorino, training, conferences)

% Variance Explained
(The 3 components explain 64% of the total variance)

Component
Collaborative
Management
Component

Awareness
Raising
Component

0.886

0.111

0.761

0.271

livelihood
Enhancement
Component

0.334
0.286

0.736
0.725

0.166

0.321

0.629

0.442

0.311

0.580

0.409

0.103

0.783

0.242

0.n9

0.110

0.592

0.386

0.525

0.590

0.119

0.203
0.342

28%

0.114

0.750
0.137

0.700

0.518

0.672

21%

16%
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Table A.6.3 Rotated component matrix for the peA of policy & partner survey items

I

Survey Items

Component
Policy
Component

I
2.2.4
,2.3.9
12.3.8

Establishing/strengthening fonnallaws,
regulations, or ordinances

IWorking with government declsionmakers to adopt policiesltargets

1Lobbying government decislon-makers

IArranging study tours/other learning
experiences for decision-makers
Developing formal or informal
2.2.10 partnerships with the private sector
Developing formal or informal
partnerships with government
2.2.7
Developing formaVinformal partnerships
with non-governmental organizations
2.2.9
Actively cultivating & formafizing
partnerships
2.2.6
Developing formal or informal
partnerships with universities
2.2.8

2.3.10

Partners
Component

0.836
0.798

0.300

0.758

0.200

0.564

0.261

-0.152

0.810

0.293

0.762

0.254

0.749

0.560

0.603

0.230

0.594

31%

30%

% Variance Explained
I(The 2 components explain 61 % of the total variance)
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Table A.6.4 Rotated component matrix for the peA of knowledge building survey items
Survey Items

2A.13

2.4.3
2A .6
2AA
2A .11

12A.9
2A .12

2.4.1
2.4.10
2A .2

12.4.8
2.4.5
2A.7

Providing university scholarships or
strengthening Iotal university prGgnll1l8
Developing/reviewing an Environmental
Impact Anenment lElA)
Developing a written research plan that
prioritizes new research needs
Conducting a strategic assessment at
an ecosystem scal
Revising our I1I8nagement plan to
improw the way we achieYe our goals
Evaluating the progress we made
against annual performance targets
Learning from other sit.. (crOS5-VlSIIs,
hosting workshops, etcl.
Establishing ecological and/or socioeconomic baseline conditions
Comparing our monHoring data against
our baseline data to 10 trends
Synthesizing best available information
into a status report for planning
Supporting or implementing sociaeconomic research or monHoring
Involvin9 stakeholders in monHoring
(training in monitoring techniques, etc.l
Supporting or implementing ecological
research or monitoring

% Variance Explained
(The 4 components explain 6T% of !he lotal variance)

Components
Strategic
Research
Component

Evaluation
Component

Status
Reporting
Component

Monitoring
Component

0.759

-0.221

0.233

0.135

0.729

0.138

-0.356

0.659

0.168

0.238

0.222

0.654

0.296

0.183

0.272

0.177

0.723

0.244

0.655

0.239

0.337

0.629

0.293

0.104

0.852

0.261

0.395

0.679

0.163

0.271

0.376

0.634

-0.155

0.293

0.170

-0.213

0.590

0.315

-0.113

19%

I

0.826

0.194

0.631

0.405

0.626

17%

14%

I

17%

II
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Table A.6.5 Rotated component matrix for the peA of day-to-day management items
Survey Hems

Components
Official
Enforcement
ComDonent

2.5.4
2.5.5
2.5.13
2.5.1
2.5.6
2.5.7
2.5.12
2.5.8
2.5.11
2.5.3
2.5.2

Strengthening prosecutions of Iawbreakers (trainings, increasing capacity)
Using technology to improve
surveUlance (e.g., radar to detect boats)
Owning and maintains a boat(s)
Implementing/supporting formal
government enforcement
Having a written management plan that
has been formally adopted
Making the management plan easily &
widely accessible (from a local office)
Making financ ial information readily
available to the pubDc
Having specific, written objectives that
are time-bound & measurable
Planning for future financial
sustainability (diversifying $ sources)
Facilitating/supporting Volunteers
assistance with enforcement
Enforcing rules through community
members who have been deputized

% Variance Explained
(The 3 components explain 65% of the total variance)

Transparency
Component

0.804

0.312

0.781

0.207

0.678

-0.257

0.668
0.649

Volunteer
Enforcement
Component

0.155

0.529
0.378

0.112

0.866
-0.347

0.770

0.119

0.729

0.288

0.600

0.175

0.321

-0.115
0.767

0.119

0.359

0.721

26%

24%

15%
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Appendix I
Statistical Analyses Related to the
Discriminant Analysis of the
Three Dominant UEF Clusters
Using Three Contextual Variables

A-Sl

Table A.7.1 Spearman's conelations between programmatic and contextual variables considered for inclusion in the discriminant function
Government
Centralization

Sig. (2-tailed)
f.

Perceived
Threat-Level
before Program
Perceived
Socio-economic
Well-being

r.

Perceived Threat
from Tourism

Sig . (2-tailed)

Sig. (2-tailed)
f.

Sig. (2-tailed)
f.

Sig. (2-tailed)

.. Correlation is signiflCallt at the 0 .05 level

Perceived
Ecological Value

Perceived ThreatPerceived
Level before
Socio-economic
Proaram
Well-beina

.331*

f.

Type of Program
Perceived
Ecological Value

Type of Program

.022
-.162

-.195

.271

.183

-.217

-.436**

.110

.139

.002

.459

.632**

.262

-.031

.003

.000

.072

.832

.986

.549**

.058

.061

.098

.450**

.000

.697

.680

.508

.001

(2-ta~ed) .

"". Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Table A.7.2 Significance tests of the contributions of individual predictor variables to the discriminant function

Cluster Scores
Contextual &
Programmatic Variables

Univariate Tests of Variable
Contributions to the Model

ECO

CB

CB-Hybrids

n=19

n=12

n=17

F4

Wilks'
Lambda3

(2,45)

p

Mean

SO

Mean

SO

Mean

SO

Government
Centralization 1

0.79

0.42

0.17

0.39

0.35

0.49

0.727

8.46

0.001

Perceived Threat-Level
before Program 2

2.68

0.58

3.17

0.39

3.24

0.56

0.802

5.56

0.007

Perceived Ecological
Values 2

2.89

0.57

2.92

0.79

3.53

0.62

0.815

5.12

0.010

1 Dictomous: O=centralized country; 1=decentralized country
2 Four-point ordinal scale, low to very high
3 In this usage, Wilks' Lambda tests which predictor variables contribute to the discriminant model; Lambda ranges from 0 to 1,
with 1 indicating the predictor differentiates the groups (Garson, 2008)
4 This F ratio is the same as in a one-way AN OVA; larger values indicate more variability between the groups than there is within
each group, presumably caused by the predictor variable (Coosmans & Hancock, 2008; Pallant, 2007)
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Material from Journal Articles
Table 1.1
Permission from Elsevier License Agreement via Rightslink on 1 Dec 2010
Box 2.1.C Permission from Sage via Rightslink on 1 Dec 2010
Fig 2.4.A
Permission from Management Science via CopyRight.Com on 27 Dec 2010
Fig 2.5.A
Permission from Springer License Agreement via Rightslink on 23 Dec 2010
Fig 6.5.A
Permission from Elsevier License Agreement via Rightslink on 3 Dec 2010
Fig 6.5.B
Permission from Springer License Agreement via Rightslink on 3 Dec 2010

Material from Books
Fig 1.7
Permission from Professor Vincent in 2 Dec 2010 email
Box 2.1.A Permission from Sage Editor, A. Hutchinson, in 2 Dec 2010 email
Permission from Sage Editor, A. Hutchinson, in 2 Dec 2010 email
Box 2.1.B
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Fig 2.3.C
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Fig 1.1
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Fig 1.4
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Fig 1.5
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Fig 1.6
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Fig 2.2.A
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Fig 2.2.B
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Fig 2.2.C
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Fig 2.2.D
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Fig 6.5.C
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